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Photo studio background support Puluz 2x2m + Backdrops 3 pcs PKT5204

Puluz Photo studio background support 
PKT5204  is  ideal  for  both  professionals  and  amateurs.  The  set  will  come  in  handy  on  many  occasions,  both  as  a  background  for  live
broadcasts and video recording. The product will  also be used during photo shoots,  for example, at weddings, baby showers, etc.  The
possibilities are almost endless!
 
Portable and robust design
Puluz has made sure that the tripod will serve you for as long as possible. The metal construction guarantees durability and strength. To
adjust the height of the tripod, you just need to turn the knob on the tripod and then lock it. Assembly is a matter of minutes, without any
additional tools. The foldable, lightweight design makes it easy to carry, so, you can take the PKT5204 with you anywhere you want.
 
3 colors to choose from
This set includes 3 fabric backdrops in green, red and blue color, so there is something for everyone. The dimensions of the backdrops
are  1.6  x  2m,  which  increases  the  freedom of  use.  Depending  on  your  preference,  you  can  use  the  backdrops  for  photo  shoots,  vlog
recording, etc.
 
Packing list:
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Cross bar x3
Backdrop x3
Backdrop clips x4
Backdrop support stand x2
Securing clips x6
Carrying bag
Brand
Puluz
Model
PKT5204
Backdrop dimensions
1.6 x 2m
Mount dimensions
2 x 2m
Backdrop colors
red, green, blue
Maximum mount height
200cm
Minimal mount height
136.5cm
Material
metal, fabric (backdrop)

Preço:

€ 44.00
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